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Private independent house with
private pool and beautiful views

Magnificent corner house with Mediterranean charm,
located on a 762 square meter plot. This impressive
property has four large double bedrooms, three of them
with en suite bathrooms, providing comfort and privacy.
The main dining room, of generous dimensions and with 50
m2, is located on the main floor, next to an open kitchen
and a beautiful terrace with panoramic views of the sea and
the town. The orientation of the property is to the south,
which allows it to enjoy abundant sunlight and a pleasant
sea breeze.

Recently, a reform has been carried out on the ground floor
of the house, where a second fully equipped kitchen has
been added. In addition, the large garage can be accessed
from this floor, with capacity for several vehicles. From the
garage, you can access the charming pool and barbecue
area through a back door, thus creating a perfect space to
enjoy the outdoors and moments of relaxation with family
and friends.

Just 5 minutes walk from the center of Roses, this wonderful
property is located in the prestigious
&quot;Muntanyeta&quot; neighborhood, known for its
tranquility and its proximity to nature. The neighborhood
offers a serene and peaceful environment, giving residents
the opportunity to enjoy direct contact with nature in their
daily lives.

Transaction Sale
Category House
Surface area 475 m2

Rooms 4
Bathrooms 4 bathrooms , 2 toilets
Parking Yes
Garage Yes
Swimming pool Yes
Central heating Yes
Air conditioning Yes
Plot 762
Furnished Yes

599.000 €
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